Culinary Arts
There are many opportunities in the hospitality and tourism
industry. These courses provide valuable education and training
in the fundamentals of food preparation including safety and
sanitation, equipment operation and basic food service skills.
NOTE: Students who are taking a culinary arts class as an general
elective will be enrolled in “Cafeteria Training”, while those in the ACE-IT
‘Culinary Arts’ (see page 5) will be registered in “Cook Training”. These
change operations will be reflected in your timetable.
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Cafeteria or Cook Training 11A(AS)

Cafeteria or Cook Training 12A(AS)

This Cafeteria Foods Service course is planned
to provide students with a learning situation
comparable to a professional, quality food
service kitchen. In this active participation class,
students will learn basic restaurant skills in
safety and sanitation, food preparation (baking,
sandwich and salad making, meat, fish and
poultry cookery, short-order cooking, soups and
sauce preparation, vegetable, pasta and rice
cookery), operation and maintenance of large
industrial equipment and customer service.

This is a foods program which gives students
training in quantity (commercial) food production
and catering and builds on the skills learned
in 11A and 11B. Although the emphasis is on
quality production, the principles and skills
learned may also be applied in the home. It is
the intent that students will develop valuable
skills which can be used to acquire a job and/or
to make career choices. Units of study include
kitchen organization, use of industrial equipment,
menu planning, safety and sanitation, counter
and table service, cashiering, as well as food
preparation skills in baking, sandwich and salad
making, meat, fish and poultry cooking, short
order cooking, soups and sauce preparation,
vegetables, pasta and rice cookery. If you love to
participate, this course is for you.

Cafeteria or Cook Training 11B (AS)
This foods program is similar to Cafeteria or
Cook Training 11A and both may be taken
concurrently. Units of study are similar to
11A but students are expected to build on
skills already learned and to assume more
responsibility in the kitchen.
(Recommended: previous Caf or Cook Training courses)

Cafeteria or Cook Training 11C (AS)
This foods program is similar to 11B and both
may be taken concurrently. Students are
expected to build on skills already learned and to
assume more responsibility in the kitchen.

(Recommended: previous Caf or Cook Training courses)

Cafeteria or Cook Training 12B (AS)
This foods program is similar to 12A and both
may be taken concurrently. Units of study are
similar to 12A but students are expected to build
on skills already learned and to assume more
responsibility in the kitchen.
(Recommended: previous Caf or Cook Training courses)

(Recommended: previous Caf or Cook Training courses)

Get your “Professional
Cook 1” Cer tification!
Cook Training 12C

(AS)

Do you want to be part of the fastest growing
industry in the world? Are you ready to be the best
that you can be and possibly represent Canada in
the “Bocuse d’or”, one of the most prestigious
competitions in the world. Does this sound like you?
Are you up for the challenge? If so this course is
designed for you, the serious inspired chef to be?
In this course outline you will learn “Advanced
Techniques” in the Culinary Arts. You will complete
your Cook Level 1 Technical Training which will
enable you to acquire the job ready skills required
to enter this vast industry. You will be involved in
field trips which will take you to some of the best
well known hotels and restaurants the city has to
offer as well as been involved in enlightening guest
lectures. You will see how the pros showcase their
day to day operations from all facets of the business
and feel the pulse of a well run kitchen. You will be
able to meet the top chefs in the city and talk to
them one on one.
This intense course will give you hands on experience
and knowledge with advanced art of sauces, stocks
and specialty soups. You will learn how to break
down the primal cuts from sides of beef, lamb and
pork. This course will also prepare you for hands
on experience in fish cutting and filleting. The art
of baking, French pastries and cake decorating,
plus much more.
Imagine been able to travel and work around the
globe, uncover and discover world cuisines. The
possibilities are truly endless and it is all up to you
and your true, solid commitment to becoming a
respected and accomplished top chef!
Cook Training 12C will be scheduled into your
last semester in grade 11 or 12, ideally after you
have taken 1-2 cook training courses. There is an
expectation that students will write the Culinary
Arts Level 1 test. Students can also gain 120 hrs of
work experience and/or 480 hrs of apprenticeship.
This course is part of the ACE-IT Program (see p.
6 for more information).
You must see Chef Abbinante or your counsellor for
an application for this special cook training course.
(Recommended: at least 1-2 Cook Training courses and
have a passion for the trade or teacher permission)

EAL... English as an Additional Language
Placement in EAL classes will be based on information from the student’s previous school as well as the results
of an assessment test given by the EAL coordinator. Progression through the EAL program is as follows:
“EAL Level 1/2” 4 “EAL Level 3” 4 “EAL Canadian Studies 10”(with EAL Skills) 4
“Composition 11”(with EAL Skills) 4 English 10 and Social Studies 10

EAL Level 1/2

Non-credit for other social studies courses. Instead, it provides a foundation on which
This beginner EAL course is designed to help students who are new to Canada EAL students can build an interest in, and appreciation of Canadian culture
or the English language by improving basic English skills in the areas of speaking, and traditions. Key vocabulary, visuals and concepts are covered in this course
listening, reading, and writing, with an emphasis on oral communication skills. to ensure success in Social Studies 10.
* Students will be required to access additional services as outlined by the EAL teacher.

EAL Level 3

Non-credit

This intermediate EAL course is designed not only to help students improve
their basic competency in English, but also introduce student to using English
academically. This course will help students to develop in the essential areas
of speaking, listening, reading and writing, with emphasis given to vocabulary
development and short paragraph writing. Students will also begin to learn
about Canadian history and geography.

EAL Skills Level 3+/4

Non-credit

This course is designed to prepare advanced EAL students for the rigors of
English 10 and the English Provincial examination. In this pursuit, students
will continue the development of their language skills, with emphasis on
grammatical accuracy, writing skills, oral expression and the development of
a larger vocabulary base.

In addition, they will become acquainted with the various genres covered in
the English 10 curriculum: short stories, novels, poetry and plays as well as the
related literary terminology. This course will complement both the Canadian
While developing their proficiency in English, EAL Canadian Studies 10 acquaints Studies and Composition 11 courses.
students new to Canada with Canadian geography, history, government, law,
culture, customs and current events. In addition, this course allows students
4 credits
to explore Canada’s role in the global community. To achieve these goals, Composition 11 Level 3+/4
a wide variety of strategies will be used to teach students how to access, This intensive writing course is intended to improve advanced EAL students’
comprehend and process information and communicate their understanding. writing skills through additional practice. The focus will be on organizing,
Students will develop their skills in reading comprehension as well as speaking. writing and editing compositions from a wide range of topics and on acquiring
The strategies, concepts, and language skills which will be taught are as the ability to respond correctly to literary texts from a variety of genres. In
important as the content.
addition they will learn the necessary grammatical structures for effective
While EAL students have much in common with other students, they have academic writing as well as continue to develop their vocabulary and reading
specific needs in two areas: acquiring English language proficiency and a basic skills.
knowledge of Canadian culture. EAL Canadian Studies 10 is not a replacement

EAL Canadian Studies 10 * Level 3+/4
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4 credits

